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Abstract
Keyword query interfaces for databases (K QIs) provide easy access to data, but often
suffer from ranking quality problems. Since users do not generally specify the schema
elements in keyword queries, an important challenge to build an effective KQI is to find
the desired schema elements for a given keyword query. One popular heuristic, called the
most frequent heuristic, assumes that the schema elements where the query terms appear
more frequently are the desired schema elements for the query terms. In this paper, we
have performed an extensive empirical evaluation using keyword queries form a Web search
engine. We show that the most frequent heuristic is not generally effective and in most cases
users prefer the schema elements where the query terms appear quiet infrequently.
1 Introduction
KQIs provide easy-to-use interfaces for users to explore databases. Hence, the problem of
keyword search over databases has attracted a lot of attention in the last decade [7, 6, 8,
1, 4, 3, 13, 5]. Since any entity in a data set that contains the keywords in the query is
a potential answer, keyword queries typically have far too many potential answers. KQIs
must identify the information needs behind keyword queries and rank the answers so that
the desired answers appear at the top of the list [7, 2, 6, 8, 1, 13].
Unlike queries in languages like SQL, users do not normally specify the desired schema
element(s) for each query term in their keyword queries. Fig. 1 shows part of IMDb database
(www.imdb.com) that contains information about movies and people who are involved in
producing movies. Keyword query Q1: Godfather over IMDB database does not specify
if the user in interested in movies whose title is Godfather or movies distributed by the
Godfather company. Thus, a KQI must find the desired schema element(s) associated with
each term in the keyword query.
If one has sufficient training data, he will be able to predict the desired schema elements
behind each term in a given query with acceptable accuracy. However, (semi)-structured
data sources are generally supposed to handle retrieval tasks that are difficult for document
retrieval systems to perform. Training data will not usually include enough difficult and
long tail queries. Thus, sufficient samples are rarely available. Hence, the key challenge
is to leverage the properties of the query and database to reasonably estimate the desired
schema elements behind a keyword query.
Researchers have proposed some heuristics to address this challenge in ranking the can-
didate answers to keyword queries over (semi-)structured data sets [7, 6, 2, 1, ?, 11, 4, 13].
One popular heuristic assigns a query term q to the attribute type with the most instances
of q in the DB [1, 8, 11, 4, 3]. For instance, about fifty movies in the original IMDB data
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Figure 1: IMDB database fragment
set have Godfather in their title, and more than a hundred movies have Godfather in their
keywords field. Thus, these models rank movies whose keywords contain Godfather higher
than the movie whose title includes Godfather for Q1 over the original IMDB. We call this
heuristic the most frequent heuristic.
The most frequent heuristic seems intuitive and is quite popular in keyword search over
(semi-)structured data sources. It is shown to be relatively effective over a relatively small
set of queries [1, 8, 4, 3]. Nevertheless, its effectiveness has not been evaluated over large
number of actual user generated queries. The authors in [11] have evaluated their ranking
scheme using about 50,000 queries chosen from a search engine query log. However, their
ranking scheme ranks candidate answers over number of structured and unstructured data
sets, which is different from the problem keyword search over (semi-)structured data sets.
The most frequent heuristic constitutes one part of their proposed ranking formula and it
is not evaluated separately. Hence, it is not clear if the most frequent heuristic is effective
in a real setting.
In this paper, we have evaluated this heuristic using 50,000 queries picked from search
engine query which targets a (semi-)structured database. We show that generally, the most
frequent heuristic is not valid in such a setting. In other words, the attributes that contain
the most instances of query term q are not the desired attributes behind q. Interestingly,
in most cases the desired attributes for query term q are the ones that contain the fewest
number of instances of q.
In the reminder of the paper, Section 3 explains our evaluation method and settings.
Section 4 presents experimental results and Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Basic Definitions
We model a database as a set of entity sets. Each entity set is a collection of entities. with
the same attributes. All entity sets of a database belong to the same domain, e.g., movies
or scientific publications. Fig. 1 depicts a fragment of a data set where each subtree whose
root’s label is movie represents an entity. We do not consider the physical representation of
data in this paper. That is, an entity could be stored in an XML file or a set of normalized
relational tables.
Each entity has an associated set of attributes, each of which is a bag of terms. We
ignore stop words that appear in attributes. Every attribute A belongs to an attribute type
(type for short) T , written A ∈ T . For instance, Godfather and Mafia are two attributes in
the movie entity shown in the subtree rooted at node 1 in Fig. 1. Node 2 depicts the type
of Godfather, which is title. An attribute type represents the (possibly infinite) underlying
domain for that attribute, such as titles of movies or names of companies. All entities of
the same entity set share the same set of attribute types. T is the set of attribute types in a
database. Each type T appears in one and only one entity set S, written T ∈ S. A keyword
query is a set Q = {q1 · · · q|Q|} of terms, where |Q| is the number of terms in Q. An entity
E is a candidate answer to Q iff the value of at least one of its attributes A contains a term
in Q, written q ∈ A. A KQI must find the intended type(s) for each term in a query, to
understand the information need behind the query.
2
3 Evaluation Method
We have parsed the AOL query log [10] and picked those queries which were directed towards
IMDB. We have considered only the queries that appear at the end of each user session, as
they are where the user most likely has found her information need in IMDB. This way, we
collected about 50,000 queries. We have used the IMDB data set from the INEX workshop
[14] and filtered out the movies after 2006, which was the last date of the queries in the
AOL query log. The AOL query log does not contain the exact URL of the IMDB page that
was visited by users. However, it tells which position the user clicked in the ranked result
returned by the AOL search engine. The average rank of the IMDB pages clicked by users
in the AOL query log was 2.71. As search engine technology has advanced significantly in
the last five years, we hypothesize that the ranking delivered by a popular search engine
such as Bing www.bing.com in 2011 must be at least as good as the ranking delivered by
the AOL search engine in 2006. Hence, we submitted each of the 50,000 queries to the Bing
search engine and collected the answers returned by Bing.
We have used two different strategies to find the desired answers of query from the
answers returned by Bing. In the first strategy, called answer rank, for each query Q, we
retrieve the URL of the IMDB pages featuring in the top n links where n is the rank of the
desired result for Q according to AOL query log. If there is not any IMDB page in the list,
we fetch the first link of IMDB in the returned ranked list by Bing. In the second strategy,
called top 20, we retrieved the URL of all IMDB pages featuring in the top 20 links for each
query. Since the average rank of the pages visited for the filtered AOL query Log was 2.71,
we can assume that the desired web pages for every query can be generally found among
the top 20 pages delivered by Bing.
IMDB data set has two entity sets: person that describes the information about people
andmovie that contain the information about movies and TV shows. A detailed description
of IMDB data set can be found at [14]. We have extracted the HTML page headings
and the corresponding subdomain for each IMDB link returned by Bing. For example,
the HTML heading and subdomain of URL “http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1229238/” are
“Mission: Impossible - Ghost Protocol (2011)” and title, respectively. In order to retrieve
the corresponding documents to these pages from INEX collection, we map the subdomains
and HTML headings to their associated attribute types and values in INEX documents,
respectively. For instance, subdomain title is mapped to attribute type title in entity set
movies and subdomain name is mapped to attribute type name in entity set person in
INEX database. The sets of entities from INEX data set that are mapped to the HTML
pages gathered using answer rank and top 20 strategies constitute the relevant entities to
our queries. In the set of relevant entities, two-thirds of the entities where from Person
entity set the rest are from movie entity set.
We use two statistical metrics in our experiments that reflect the most frequent heuristic.
We define TDF of an attribute type T for query term q to be the number of occurrences of
q in T. So that no unfair advantages given to attribute types that are long on average, we
divided TDF by the total length of the attributes of T . The DF of attribute type T and
query term q is the number attributes in T that contain q. We normalize DF of attribute
type T by the number of attributes of the attribute type T , so that no unfair advantage is
given to attribute types with more attributes. We have compute the TDF and DF values
for attribute types over the complete INEX data set and the set of relevant entities for our
queries. We have considered only ambiguous queries; that is, queries appearing in multiple
attribute types in INEX data set. Since each query may appear more than one time in AOL
query log, we have multiplied the values of TDF and DF for attribute type T and query
term q by the number of times q appears in AOL query log. We have also removed stop
words from our quries. We have used Lucene lucene.apache.org to build an inverted index
over INEX data set and compute TDF and DF values.
4 Results
Figures 2, 3, and 4 depict the average TDF over all movies and relevant movies acquired by
top 20 and answer rank strategies respectively, for all attribute types. We observe that the
relative frequencies of types in Figure 2, 3, and 4 are somewhat the inverse of each other.
For instance, type genre has the largest query term frequency in the complete database,
compared to the other attribute types, but lower term frequency than most attribute types
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Figure 2: TDF for Movie Fields for Complete Database
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Figure 3: TDF for Movie Fields for Top20 results method
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Figure 4: TDF for Movie Fields for Answer Rank Method
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Figure 5: TDF for Person Fields for Complete Database
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Figure 6: TDF for Person Fields for Top20 results method
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Figure 7: TDF for Person Fields for Answer Rank Method
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Figure 8: DF for Movie Fields for Top20 results method
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Figure 9: DF for Movie Fields for Answer Rank Method
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Figure 10: DF for Person Fields for Top20 results method
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Figure 11: DF for Person Fields for Answer Rank Method
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for the relevant movies. Query terms appear quite rarely in title compared to genre in
the complete IMDB database, but much more frequently in the set of relevant answers.
Figures 8, 9, show the average DF over relevant movies acquired by top 20 and answer rank
strategies respectively for different attributes types. We observe the same trend as average
TDF for DF in these figures.
We observed the same trend for another entity type in IMDB called person in figures 5,
6, and 7 for average TDF over the complete and relevant entities gathered using top 20
and answer rank strategies. Figures 10 and 11 show the average DF for attributes types
in person entity set, which almost follows the same trend as the average TDF of attribute
types in person entity set. We also got similar results when we did not normalize the query
frequencies by the length of their matching attributes. Ou results indicates that the most
frequent heuristic does not generally return the desired attribute types behind query terms
in Web queries. It also shows that in most cases the reverse is true: the desired attributes
types for a query term are the ones where the query term appear quite infrequently.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have preformed an extensive evaluation of the most frequent heuristic, one
of the most popular heuristics in finding the desired attribute types behind query terms
in keyword search over (semi-)structured data. We have shown that this heuristic is not
generally effective in finding the desired attribute types for keyword queries. An interesting
future work is to find a more effective method to select the most relevant attribute types
for a keyword query.
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